Clients Comments About Chris Bliss
In today’s challenging and highly competitive corporate meetings market, there’s no margin for error
when helping your client select the right speaker, entertainer, or facilitator. With so much riding on
every event, you need someone who excels at creating presentations that fulfill all your client’s
special requests and requirements.
Chris Bliss’s unique skill set and years of experience, along with his personal commitment to every
client and event, is an unbeatable combination. He consistently delivers high-energy home runs that
make everyone involved a winner.
“One word – WOW!! Our membership consists of 100
chief decision makers spanning 33 industries. It was a
huge risk requesting a comedian to add political material.
The way you incorporated local and state politics and
current affairs seamlessly into your performance made
your show even funnier and so unique – the members
loved it.
I highly recommend you, without any reservation.”
Kareen Boutros
Executive Director

“I just wanted to say Thanks Again for the great job you
did last Friday night! Everyone was still talking about
you the rest of the weekend. One attendee said he was at
a different investment firm's conference a few weeks ago
and they had Jay Leno as their entertainer. He said you
blew him off the stage with your comedy and closing act
on Friday.”
Andrew J. Van Erp
VP - Business Development
“Chris brought the house down. His uniquely intelligent and topical
comedy was made all the more engaging and funny because of the
work he did to prepare specifically for our audience. Chris attended
the general sessions and was able to incorporate comical
observations common to everyone in the room.
I really appreciate Chris’s talent and professionalism. Most of all, I
love looking around the room as the audience is giving him a
standing ovation. Without reservation, I heartily recommend Chris
Bliss.”
Michael Morrison
Senior VP, Corporate Marketing
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“I strongly recommend Chris Bliss to any company looking for a creative communicator
to help them shape key events and deliver key takeaways in a memorable and impactful
way. His commitment to becoming part of the team from start to finish, along with his
unique performance background and skills, were critical in ensuring an entertaining and
effective presentation that got the message across.”
Lelia Konyn
Human Resources Director

“I want to thank Chris Bliss for the outstanding contribution he made to Noble Group’s
annual Global Think Tank in Dubai. He is one of the best speakers we have contracted,
because what he does comes from the heart as well as the head, and is absolutely tailored
to the needs of the group.
He was passionate about the project from the outset, brought to the table relevant and
very creative ideas, researched the client, and was interested and interesting. He was an
absolute pleasure to work with. I highly recommend Chris Bliss.”
Hillary King
Managing Director

“Chris was awesome. He came to our meeting, picked up stuff our producers were
presenting to their peers, and worked it into his show. It was hilarious and the crowd
loved it. The juggling at the end absolutely blew everyone away and ended a great show
on a fantastic high and buzz. A highly memorable note, and with a large exclamation
mark!”
Paul Eder
VP Meetings and Services

